Dear Eric:

I want to introduce you to an innovative device for Image Guided HDR Brachytherapy. The **SLESSINGER BOARD** is a padded sliding board designed to facilitate patient and applicator stability. It is used for patient transfers between stretcher and imaging couch and allows easy access to the perineum for prostate and gyn targets. Use of the **SLESSINGER BOARD** promotes patient comfort, and limits patient and applicator movement. The patient is positioned on the board during the imaging for planning and use of the board eliminates patient movement during transfer from the imaging suite to the treatment couch. This allows assurance that the patient position is not compromised and imaging remains correct so that the approved treatment plan is faithfully executed. In addition, use of the **SLESSINGER BOARD** facilitates smooth patient transfers as a benefit for staff. Patients must never be carried while on the board, only slid between stretcher and other supported couch.

The **SLESSINGER BOARD** is made of vinyl coated closed cell foam.

Features -
- Sliding surface and side handles allow easy patient transfer from table to stretcher.
- Originally designed for prostate brachytherapy.
- Easily applicable for GYN HDR brachytherapy.
- When used for APBI the Slessinger Board limits applicator rotation: [MammoSite/Multicatheter applicators /SAVI]
- Adjustable Leg raise/bend & elevation
- Adjustible Head rest
- CT/MRI compatible
- Easily cleaned

The **SLESSINGER BOARD** is an excellent innovation for increasing accuracy in Image guided Brachytherapy. The **SLESSINGER BOARD** is produced by Slessinger Enterprises LLC and the vendor is Radiation Products Design. You can learn more about this innovative Board at the Radiation Products Design website: [www.rpdinc.com/slessinger-board-for-hdr-brachytherapy-212](http://www.rpdinc.com/slessinger-board-for-hdr-brachytherapy-212). Tell Kelly Thompson at RPD if you spoke with me. Or contact:

M. I. Bank, PhD.
mbank@iquest.net
317-490-3054

Eric Slessinger, M.S.
Edsless@aol.com
317-626-8687

Yours truly,

Morris